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Bringing hope and healing to addicts & their families through
faith-based counseling & education

WHAT‘S MISSING?
Marketing experts will tell you “if you are trying to make
a strong impression tell a story, don’t quote statistics”. I
respect that wisdom, but recently I learned of a statistic
that blew my mind without any story. Not only is it
an incredible fact, it also supports the very reason The
Remedy Project exists.
By most industry standards, the rate of people maintaining
their sobriety once they enter the recovery process is 12–
15%. In fact, one of the largest communities for sobriety
only claims about a 5% success rate! However, back in
the early days of AA, when Jesus Christ was the only
“Power,” the success rate was 90%. Can you believe
that? That is a monumental statistic!
Step 2 of the 12 Steps states that, “We came to believe
that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us to
sanity”. In the beginning days of Alcoholics Anonymous
(AA) its founders, Dr. Bob Smith and Bill Wilson, made
it very clear who their “Power” was. They strongly
emphasized that developing a personal relationship with
this “Power” is the essential foundation of true sobriety.
Unashamedly they proclaimed that Jesus Christ was
their Power!

This bold statement has currently been replaced by
encouraging people in recovery to find “The god of their
understanding”. Please let me make it clear that I am
not bashing any organization that exists to help people
get sober. I myself got sober in the rooms of those very
organizations. The 12-Steps are the cornerstone of my
recovery as well as that of Remedy. The Christ centered
component of Remedy is something that we believe sets
us apart from others
Remedy believes that developing a relationship with
Jesus Christ will bring about true recovery. We believe
that there is more to recovery that just “not using”. We
believe that developing a personal relationship with
Christ gives one access to the hope and power that can
heal the hurt and wounds that started us medicating our
pain.
This is our mission and what
motivates us to do what we do.
Blessings,
John Keen, CAC, Executive Director
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What’s missing?
The role of sponsorship

The Remedy Project recently put on a sponsorship workshop
and took the opportunity to dig into the history of The 12 Step
Movement.
It is obvious that when formulating the steps, the founders
of Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) derived their principles from
Holy Scripture. In fact, the Book of James was considered so
important that some of the early members suggested
The James Club as a name for the fellowship.
Dr. Bob Smith (AA cofounder) is quoted as saying,
“We were convinced the answer to our problem was in
The Good Book.” As the founders began to indoctrinate newcomers into the program, they were clear to point out that it
was a Christian fellowship.
The Remedy Project joins in the stance of the AA founders
proclaiming that it is only through God’s grace that we find
true recovery.
In order for a sponsor to be effective, it is of vital importance
that they are able to guide the newcomer through The 12
Steps and let them discover their greatest recovery comes
from the power of Jesus Christ!
The Remedy Project has limited staff and resources and simply
can’t be everywhere. So we need to heavily rely on sponsors
and know that they are equipped to help their fellow recovering addict.
We look forward to putting on more workshops and doing all
we can to invest in our sponsors.
Check back at
www.theremedyproject.com or our
Facebook page for future workshops!
Todd Sweem, Staff Counselor

Our Mission
The mission of The Remedy Project is to treat the emotional and mental
health needs of the neglected addict in our community by providing quality,
compassionate and personalized care. We strive to create a caring
environment where friends help friends in need, and provide a worthwhile
outlet for volunteers to give of themselves, and show the love of Christ.

Our fall fund raiser
Rock for Remedy
was a great success!

Thanks again to
our sponsors!

BE SEEN OUTDOOR ADVERTISING

Women

IN THE HANDS OF A REDEEMING GOD
by Beth Keen

Sprinkled throughout God’s word are examples of women
who God used to change history. A few are Deborah, the
judge, Rahab, who diverted the troops and saved lives, and
Mary, the mother of Jesus. They were all important pieces of
the continuous trail God was blazing.
I’d like to show you some modern day girl-soldiers that are
blazing new trails. Women who have joined hands, reaching
across 3 different ministries to be God’s vessels in order to
make a difference in women’s lives.
Let me introduce you.
There’s Lindsay Morris. Sweet, loving and passionate,
Lindsay is able to make you feel like you’re the only one in the
room. She works with His Ministries and leads the Women’s
Connection at the Norwich Street outreach center.
Lindsay is joined by Tammy Hann. Tammy is a power house
of a woman
with a tender voice. She works tirelessly with Jacob’s Well,
a new residence for women who want a safe faith based
environment to heal and start the recovery process.
Then there is Mary Rice. The self-sacrificing “house mama”
to the girls that go to Jacob’s Well. Mary has a powerful story
which she shared in our last newsletter. She builds your faith,
that one.
Recently it took His Ministries, Jacob’s Well and the Remedy
Project communicating and supporting each other to hack
through the overgrown and burned out trail of a young woman.
She’s been through a lot and doesn’t mind telling you. One
of the last straws for her was the vicious murder of her 18
year old son last year. Dark, grueling days and months went
by after that tragedy. Things were building, and her chaotic
life was not getting better. She calls one night, in crisis. I’ve been here several times before with her after Bill
Thomas of His Ministries had introduced her to me. But after a long journey, she seems ready to jump out of
the fire in which she’s been living and into some comforting arms. I called Jacob’s Well and they could take her.
Thank you, Lord! It’s usually very hard to place women. Mary Rice went and plucked her from the sinister mess
and dropped her into a warm, safe place that is Jacob’s Well.
It still took a lot of communicating between Tammy, Mary, Lindsay and me to settle her into an unfamiliar
structure. Recovery is never anything but a bumpy road. It’s so much more than just abusing an addictive agent.
An enormous amount of heart and body healing need to be done. It will be a long process.
Please pray for us as we walk with this woman and for all those God sends to us.
The point is… All the unique parts joining were
necessary in order to accomplish something
bigger than one single part could have. An army of
women not huddling alone in a fox hole but instead
coming together as one force. A force powered by
prayer and each offering a different gift. The brain,
the hands, the feet, the heart… all representing the
Body of Christ. Women, joining together to wash
the tired, hot feet of other women. Rebuilding the
broken walls. As God’s “Army” of women, let’s
show the rest of the world how it’s done. “Onward
Christian Sister Soldiers. With the Cross of Jesus
going on before.”

“...alcohol
was the
solution for
a problem
I didn’t
even know
I had.”

My life now is nothing like I would have
pictured it when I was a little girl and yet I am happier than
I have ever been.
My family, although very loving, did not raise us with any
faith. I was always a very fearful child and at the age of 17,
I discovered that alcohol was the solution for a problem
I didn’t even know I had. Over the next 14 years, many
things changed. I got married, had a child, went back to
school, and began several
promising careers.
At the same time, the disease of alcoholism progressed,
and I got divorced, quit school, lost several good jobs, and
gave up custody of my daughter while I was getting better.
I tried to get sober for several years, and was given many
chances in several different treatment centers and halfway
houses. Throughout all of this I decided that if there was a
God, he clearly did not like me.

Things changed on March 6, 2011; I was brought to a halfway house in Brunswick and was given
the opportunity to dry out. I attended many meetings and made a lot of positive changes, but
was still very angry and fearful. I hadn’t yet got the spiritual side of the program. Through a
series of what I now know to be God-inspired events:
I was led to Johnny Keen and the Remedy Project. In all of my 33 years on this earth, I have
never experienced anything quite like this. I found the people at Remedy to be genuine, kind, and
full of hope. I’ve heard a lot of people talk about God and principles to live by in the past, but
through Remedy, I saw actions backing up those words. People were trying to live by spiritual
principles, one day at a time. It did not take long for me to grab a hold of a special lady and ask
her to be my sponsor and lead me through the steps. Because of the friends and support I have
received at Remedy, my life has completely changed.
Nearly one year ago I attended my first Believers in Recovery meeting. I was over a year clean
but still angry at everybody and everything, and ready to throw in the towel. Instead, prayer,
counseling, working the steps, and encouragement led to me to the beautiful life that I have
today. I have renewed relationships with my
parents and siblings. I have wonderful friends that
I would compare to no other. I have a real bond
with my beautiful five-year-old daughter. Most
importantly, I have a living, working faith in Christ
that continues to challenge me to grow on a daily
basis. This wonderful way of life with Christ is
what was missing all along.

The above story belongs to Courtney Crozier
(pictured right). Courtney is a woman the Remedy
Project has had the pleasure of meeting and
helping through her recovery process.

400 Gloucester St. Suite 201
Brunswick, GA 31520

The Remedy Project is a proud member organization of the
Georgia Center for Nonprofits and the
American Association of Christian Counselors.

Thanks to everyone who supported The Remedy Project in 2012.

Because of your generosity we were able to meet our 2012 operational budget! This allowed us to carry the
message of hope and healing to a large number of desperate people in our community. There is much to do in
2013 to continue reaching people with that message. If you haven’t already, would you please consider investing
in this important ministry that truly benefits your community?

CONNECT
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theremedyproject.com
facebook.com/
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400 Gloucester St.
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